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Introduction -The Need for Amplitudes
Probability computations are the basis of the quantum mechanical theory of measurement, which governs the accumulation of evidence by all physical sensors. However, the particular forms of these probability computations differ from those typically used to treat uncertainty and probabilistic analyses in artificial intelli gence. Among the important aspects of quan tum probability theory are the following (for an elementary treatment, see, e.g., [8] ):
• Amplitudes. The fundamental object of quantum calculations is not a probability at all , but a probability amplitude, which may be thought of as the square root of a probability; the complex absolute value squared of an amplitude is a probability density.
• Linear Superposition. Probability am plitudes typically are solutions to linear differential equations, and therefore com bine linearly according to the superposition princ iple.
• Complex Values. Probability amplitudes are complex; in particular, they may be negative, so that sums of them combined using the superposition principle may can cel out to give the effect of negative evi dence.
• Uncertainty Principle. Measurable quantities in quantum mechanics obey the uncertainty principle, which states that there are precise limits on the mutual ac curacy of certain simultaneous measure ments.
We are thus led to the following conjectur�:
I. Artificial intelligence systems that depend upon evidence accumulated by physical sensors must ultimately treat probability computations in a manner consistent with quantum mechanical measurement principles, and should therefore use probabil ity amplitudes as the basis of their treatment of uncertainty and proba bility.
This viewpoint is motivated by the fact that many important physical sensors are in fact ac quiring data at the quantum limit -exam ples include guidance systems that use faint starlight, laser-based systems, and a variety of electromagnetic sensors.
If we extrapolate this first conjecture to in clude other classes of systems, we are in fact led to an even broader conjecture:
II. All probability computations should be based on the calculus of quantum mechanics; in practice, this means that information should be modeled by solutions to wave equations.
We will examine some suggestive examples that seem to support this viewpoint, but clearly a great deal more work must be done before it is any more than an interesting speculation.
Our purpose in this paper is thus to explore the basic facts of what might be termed the "amplitude-based approach to the accumulation of evidence," and to investigate their possible applications to model-based probabilistic evi dence interpretation in artificial intelligence. In particular, we will use the Radon transform as a starting point to derive a new amplitude-based approach to shape recognition that shares many basic characteristics with the Hough transform.
2
Overview of amplitude based probability
The classic example of a problem requmng amplitude-based probability is the computation of optical interference in coherent optics [7] . The problem is solved using the wave model of light to compute patterns of light intensities. H we write the solution of the wave equation for the propagation of monochromatic electromag netic waves in spacetime (t, i) as
406 the measured optical intensity is the complex magnitude squared,
The intensity I is interpreted as a real proba bility and A is its probability amplitude.
If we have two light waves written in the form
their joint probability (combined optical inten sity) is given by the superposition principle to be:
It 2 = IAt + A21 2 = IAti 2 +IA2I 2 +AtA2*+AI*A2 = It + I 2 + 2.;I;l;, · cos(</>2-<Pt)·
Probabilities therefore do not add linearly, while amplitudes do. In particular, if I1 = I 2 , and </> 1 -</>2 = 1r, the joint probability vanishes; this is the interference phenomenon.
Note that it is common for very large numbers of incoherent waves to behave in such a way that their probabilities do add:
The approximation is valid if the interference terms are sufficiently random. This corresponds to a particular classical limit; such behavior for large numbers of objects is typical of quantum mechanics in general.
3
Optical pattern recognition
The use of complex probability amplitudes and the principle of superposition of informa tion is not new -it has a long and well established literature in the field of optical pat tern recognition [14, 13, 7] . In this section we briefl y review some techniques in the engineer ing literature on complex optical filters. These methods can be exploited, for example, to lo cate instances of patterns in images using either actual optical filters or computer simulations of the action of optical filters that are difficult or impossible to realize in practice.
Optical Filter. The basic principle of optical filtering is very simple: when an approximately planar wave of monochromatic light shines on a transparency of a photographic image, the im age is a real Fourier transform of the image. Shining monochromatic light through the origi nal image, then through the transformed image, and on to a third optical plane produces a spa tial correlation transform that is a spot of light at the center of the original image. If instead of using the same images, we use a template of some desired object to produce the trans formed second image, and then illuminate that with light from an arbitrary image, spots of light appear in the final optical plane at the location of each instanc e of an area in the original image that is identical in size and orientation to the template. If t( x, y) represents the intensities of the tem plate image, the result of illuminating the tem plate image with a monochromatic plane wave is essentially a Fourier transform [13] , t(ko:, kf3) � J /templa t e dx dyt( x, y) exp( -21rik. x). a perture
Here o: = xo/ z0 and {3 == Yo/ zo describe the coordinate ( x0, y0, z0) of a (distant) point in the image plane. For example, if the template image is transparent (has t( x, y) = 1) in a square of side a, the result is a product of sin e functions, i( ko:, kfJ)
== sin( 1raxo/ zo) sin( 1ray0j z0) .
( 4)
Tr xo f zo Tr Yo l zo
Shining monochromatic light through a sam ple image J(x, y), focussing on the filter created 407 by (3), and focussing the result on a final im age plane results in spots of light at each po sition in the sample image that has a similarly oriented square of side a. This is the classical optical information processing paradigm for ob ject location [12] .
Relation to Correlation Matching and the Hough Transform. The optical filter method we have just described is closely related to correlation matching and to the Hough trans form, with one crucial difference noted below. First, we recall that the cross-correlation dis tribution relating a template t(x, y) and a data distribution f( x, y) is defined by
plane (5) (Note that correlation matching is subject to a wide variety of anomalies, e.g., when the data has some random extreme values, so that vari ous techniques are used in practice to normalize C(x, y) [19, 3) .)
H f(x, y) is a binary-valued function, say, of image edges, and t(x, y) is single point, then we have a situation analogous to a pinhole cam era, and C(x,y) = f(x,y) is the image of the data's probability amplitude. (Instead of moving the aperture around in front of a plane wave, a true pinhole camera gathers spherical waves at a stationary aperture, thus giving the reversed image C( -x, -y).) H we take t(x, y) = f(x, y), then C(x,y) is what Brown [4] calls the "Fea ture Point Spread Function," and is identifi able as the autocorrelation function of the tem plate; Brown argues that the standard Hough transform [9, 20] , the generalized GHough trans form [1] , and the CRough variant [4] are all special cases of this formulation. Others (see, e.g., [18) ) have also presented arguments on the equivalence of the Hough transform to template matching.
The Dift"erence. However, there is an ex� tremely important distinction between the re� suit of an optical transform and a cross� correlation or traditional Hough transform:
The convolution in Eq. {3) sums complex probability amplitudes; the photographic emulsion detects only measurable light intensities that are the square of the amplitudes. By contrast, cross-correlations and the usual Hough transforms sum only real, amplitude-like quantities, and lack the last step of squaring the result to produce a quantity inter pretable as a measured probability.
That is, without squaring the result, one should not identify a Hough accumulator with a proba� bility. Furthermore, there are a number of stan dard optical transform procedures that require a complex :filter in order to achieve optimal ex traction of a signal from the data [14] , so that real template filters of the type used in the stan� dard Hough transform are not in fact sufficient for optical transform applications.
Fa milies of Amplitude-Based Hough-like Tra nsforms. For the purposes of this paper, it is sufficient to observe that an entire family of Hough transform variants can be generated by expanding the elementary image data as a vector similar to the terms in a Taylor series expansion:
where other operations such as binary�valued thresholding may be included if desired.
If we then write a similar expansion T( x, y) for the template, we may understand all Hough transform variants (plus an arbitrarily complex family of new ones) in terms of all the possible combinations of correlations (or, equivalently, optical filters). GHough[l), for example, is ob� tained by thresholding the vector� vector cor� relation. Most of the terms with derivatives 408 will include negative contributions, which are interpretable as probability amplitude phase ef� fects; these negative numbers disappear when we square the result to get a true probability such as would be measured by an optical in� strument. Combining these negative numbers with additional data can also result in interfer ence phenomena, indicating a practical applica� tion of negative correlations; we surmise that, without interference, it is reasonable to inter� pret negative correlations as positive evidence since a perfect negative correlation corresponds to data that implicitly contains the shape infor� mation.
Use of phase information in the template is likely to be extremely important in some cases, so one should not a priori restrict oneself to fil ters generatable from subimage templates using only real derivative operations such as those in Eq. (6). In particular, the inclusion of complex Fourier filters of various types will supply addi tional richness to the procedure.
We plan to describe experimental results for these generalized filters elsewhere. Here, we continue with further details of the theoretical issues; we begin by outlining the link between the Hough transform and the Radon transform, and then propose a general amplitude�based transformation formalism for shape recognition tasks. 4 The Radon Transform and
Parameter Groups of Trans formations
The Radon transform [5) provides the unifying link of all the themes treated so far in this pa per, as it is a linear, complex transform that is used extensively in the process of reconstruc tion of data gathered by processes characterized · by probability amplitudes rather than probabil ities. Furthermore, the classical Radon trans form is identical to the Hough transform for straight lines [6) . ](r, { ) = j j_: dx dy f(x, y)6(r-( . i), (7) where ( . { = 1, so that ( can be identified with the unit vector (cos ¢, sin ¢). If we integrate the Radon transform over a one-dimensional Fourier weighting factor, j dr e -2 ?rir k ]( r, { )
= j j j dx dydr f(x, y)e -2 1rirk 6(r -( . i),
and write the momentum vector in polar coor dinates as k = k�� we find that the result is just the Fourier transform:
Since we can invert the standard Fourier trans form on the right hand side of (9) to find the original data f ( x, y), knowledge of the Radon transform completely determines f(x, y) as well.
Our treatment extends trivially to N dimen sions, where the Radon transform is essentiall y a Fourier transform over all orientations of a hyperplane in an N dimensional polar coordi nate system omitting the radial coordinate. The variable r above is identifiable with this radial variable, the perpendicular distance from the origin to the line or hyperplane:
(10)
In the form of Eq. (7), we can easily verify [6] that each of a collection of points of the form f(i) = l: 6(i-i i ) produces a sinusoidal curve in (r, ¢) space; points in f(i) lying on the same line produce curves that intersect at a single common point (r0, <Po), the value of the param eters describing the line in the form (10) . This Radon transform is thus a precise mathematical formulation of the Hough transform in terms of distributions (see, e.g., [5] ).
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Extending the Transformation Group of the Radon Transform. It is trivial to prove the linearity of the Radon transform -Radon transforms of sums are sums of Radon trans forms -and thus to argue that the Radon transform is a natural vehicle to use for the manipulation of probability amplitudes obey ing the superposition principle. The same ar gument holds for Fourier transforms, which are one of the fundamental tools of quantum me chanical analysis. However, unlike the Fourier transform, which is typically understood as the expansion of a signal in representations of the translation group, the Radon transform concept is easily extended to the more general groups of transformations typical of generalized Hough transform accumulators.
If we take a curve C to be parameterized by the coordinate pair (u(t), v(t)), then we may write the curve in an arbitrarily translated, scaled, and rotated coordinate system as:
y(t) = rs i n¢+ s(u(t)s i n9 + v(t)cos9) ( 
11)
Here we can identify r cos¢ with the position of the translated origin x0• Thus the Radon transform over the curve becomes j{C; r, ¢,s, 9) = fc dt j j dx dy o (x-x(t)) o (y-y(t))f(x, y), (12) where x(t), y(t) are given by Eq. (11) . Since the variables appearing in the transform are the parameters of a general group of linear coordi nate transformati ons, we will simplify our nota tion by representing the transformation (11) in terms of these group parameters by the symbol G; that is, G(u,v) = G(r,¢,s,8; u,v) = G(i0,s,9; u,v)
= (x(t), y(t)).
The generalization to N dimensions is obvious, with e being replaced effectively by matrices IIRII of the N dimensional rotation group. G has 4, 7, and 11 parameters in 2, 3, and 4 di mensions, respectively. There may be circum stances in which conformal transformations 1 as well as other transformations such as skewing and perspective projection should be included in G; this seems an elegant way to gather ev idence concerning the viewing parameters of a three-dimensional scene, for example.
Thus we may write our extended Radon transform as where x(t) = xo + sliRII · it (t).
However, our formalism is still restricted to single curves representing edge shape informa tion. In the next section, we present the exten sions needed to incorporate the full richness of both the image and the template data sources.
A New Calculus for Proba bilistic Shape Recognition
The Radon transform in the form (13) refers to its shape template only implicitly by means of the binary-valued image corresponding to the integration path C. This is unsatisfactory if we wish to incorporate other kinds of template paradigms.
We therefore introduce an explicit template structure T(x, y) that is assumed to correspond to image gray-scale data or some analogous quantity that is represented in the same lan guage as a body of evidence F(x, y), expanded as in Eq. (6). Then we choose a suitable group G of coordinate transformations, which in two dimensions would typically he G(x,y) = (x o + s(x cos 9-y sin 9), Yo + s( x sin 9 + y cos 9)) , 1 Inversions about an arbitrary origin that combine with scaling, translation, and rotations to form the con formal group, with 6, 10, and 15 parameters in dimen sions 2,3, and 4.
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and define a family of probability amplitudes of the form Ai;(T;G) = j j dxdy Ti(x, y)F;(G(x, y) ) = j j IJI dx dy 1i (G -1(x, y) ) lj (x, y), (14) where IJI = s-2 is the Jacobian of the coor dinate transformation. Note that Eq. (14) is essentiall y an optical filter equation, so there is no reason for either the template or the data to be real numbers; Aij is a probability amplitude, and can in general be complex. In fact, complex filters are widely used in optics applications [13] . Our most basic transformation is then simply the generalization of the cross correlation to in clude an arbitrary group G of transformations:
For pure translations, we have t(G-1(x,y)) = t(x-x0, y-Yo) and so we find the usual tem plate correlation filter. Examples of other filters appearing in the expansion of Eq. (6) include , y) ).
Specific variants like binary edge correlation and GHough are found by inserting threshold filters into Au and A 22·
The Radon transform Eq. (7) is given by the special case where we take t(x, y) to be the step edge at x = 0, so I' V t(x,y) l = 6(x). Then if we set the scale to unity, we find j j dxdy6(x) f(xo + x cos()-y sin 9, Yo+ x sin 9 + y cos 9) = j j dx' dy' 6(x' cos()+ y' sin()-r)f(x', y'), where we used (xo,Yo) = (rcosfJ, rsinfJ) to make xo cos () + Yo sin () = r. (Because of the translation symmetry of a straight line, the ap parent pair of parameters ( xo, y0) determines uniquely only a single parameter, the distance r of the nearest approach of the line to the ori gin; we are therefore free to replace the gen eral value x0 = r cos 4> by x0 = r cos().) Thus we have proven that a parameter-free template in our formalism produces exactly the Radon transform. Alternatively, one could set G to the identity, and use a parameterized template in t( x, y). Similar arguments lead to the the Hough transform for a circular template. (The symmetry causes the () dependence to disap pear, just as 4> dependence disappeared for the straight line).
Many other filters could obviously be simi larly defined, and the generalization to three dimensional data can be carried out following Ballard [2] .
Complex Superposition of Edge and Area
Information. The general form of the prob ability amplitude for the occurrence of a shape template given the evidence F(x, y) is then writ ten using the superposition principle as A(T; G) = I: CkAk(T; G), (17) k where k ranges over all the filters one wishes to apply. This amplitude can be used to combine the evidence for area and edge information in any way that is semantically meaningful using the complex coefficients { ck} · The determina tion of the coefficients is a semantic problem that depends on the balance attributed to the different evidence sources in the overall model; 411 negative terms, for example, could be used to in duce interference effects. In addition, a term in the probability amplitude for the a priori occur rence of particular geometric shapes in the two or three-dimensional data could in principle be incorporated to handle generic or constrained shape models [10] . 6 Probability Amplitudes, Connection Networks, and
Semantic Wave Equations
Having dealt mainly with pattern recognition problems in the main body of the paper, we now present some speculations on the possible appli cations of the probability amplitude approach to analyzing artificial intelligence problems in other domains.
Connection Networks. The classic applica tion of probability amplitudes to problem solv ing is in optical filtering [13, 7, 14] . In these domains, a signal, usually a beam of coherent light focused on a photographic transparency, is transformed to achieve some desired effect by passing it through any number of complex fil ters. The result can be a deblurred image or an image with bright dots corresponding to im age areas having high correlations with a tem plate. Note that there are also electronic cir cuit analogies to such transformations [13] . The propagation and filtering procedures in optical filtering bear a remarkable resemblance to the propagation of a signal through a connection network [17] : all computations are parallel, and data propagating from one point at one layer can combine with other propagating data at distant points in another layer to cause com plicated effects. The difference is that complex probability amplitudes combine in a much dif ferent way than the data streams currently used in connection networks. It would be very inter esting to explore the potential of using complex quantities. Furthermore, there is a concept of "semantic layering" that is present in the op tical filtering applications that could be of use in connectionist approaches: while the trans formation undergone in each step of the filter is potentially difficult to understand, it will of ten produce an interpretable intermediate result that is passed on to the next layer of filters. One can therefore envision connection networks built in semantic layers, with each intervening filter making a transformation from either a data rep resentation or a knowledge-space representation to a new "meaningful" knowledge space until reaching the final desired space used for making a decision. Debugging opportunities and expla nations of the "procedures" are then embodied in the intermediate layers of results, which can be intercepted and examined.
Semantic Wave Equations. We began this paper by arguing that amplitude-based compu tations were essential for systems that had to base their analysis on the output of real world measuring instruments, since such measurement processes are all phrasable in terms of the quan tum mechanical theory of measurement. How ever, there is no particular reason to believe that artificially intelligent systems, whose goal is to mimic the action of human cognitive abilities, would be efficiently expressed in quantum me chanical terms. Nevertheless, it is exciting to imagine the possibility that there is some in herent elegance achieved by using probability amplitudes for cognitive processes, as well as quantum measurement, that remains to be dis covered.
We note in particular that there are many procedures now carried out by computer simula tion that have no analog in nature. An example is the generalized Hough transform, which can find not only the location, but also the scale and rotation parameters of the shape -no single optical filter can do this, but a computer simu lation can. Might it not be the case that there are wave equations describing domains that do not occur in physical reality, but that simulate cognitive processes? There is no physical quan tum theory for the density of probabilities of a semantic proposition, but there could well be wave equations of knowledge propagation that 412.
would model such questions extremely well: the result of solving such an equation would be a probability amplitude for the proposition, and this could be combined using the superposition principle with other waves to generate a to tal probabilistic analysis of a problem involv ing many interacting pieces of evidence and se mantic knowledge. Furthermore, certain types of analysis that have no clear theoretical foun dation at present might become tractable: in particular, it might be possible to determine an "uncertainty principle" limiting the precision to which different bodies of knowledge could be simultaneously determined, and to precisely quantify issues such as "resolving power" to place limits on the reliabilities of conclusions in the presence of uncertainty and conflicting evidence.
Conclusion
We have proposed an amplitude-based formal ism for evidence accumulation in artificial intel ligence problems, which has the distinguishing feature that probability amplitudes, not proba bilities, are the fundamental computational ele ment. Probability amplitudes superimpose lin early, and can result in complex interference patterns in their squares, which are identified as probabilities. Such an approach is the only one consistent with modeling data from real physi cal sensors.
As an explicit example of the proposed mech anisms, we have explored optical transform the ory, related it to the Hough transform and the Radon transform, and deduced a new and more general object recognition transformation. The extended transform has the potential for incor porating many different aspects of the object recognition problem in ways that have clearly correct probabilistic interpretations.
Among the questions that remain to be inves tigated more thoroughly are the following:
• Object recognition. The structures we have presented essentially unify all Hough like object recognition techniques. Much remains to be done to see whether these concepts can be effectively exploited, e.g., to combine edge and area-based evidence with geometric likelihoods to generate reli able probabilistic shape identifications.
• Invertibility, stereography, and view point reconstruction. The Radon trans form, because of its rigorous invertibility, has found extensive use in spatial data re construction for dense data such as CT scans [5, 19J . The invertibility proper ties of the transformations represented by Eq. (14) are much less clear; their exact inversion characteristics, and the limita tions on digital approximations to inversion techniques with sparse data should be un derstood more completely. Since multiple view stereographic data has properties sim ilar to CT scans, these transforms can pre sumably be used with some degree of ac curacy to carry out surface reconstruction and the determination of viewpoint param eters. The combined transformations pro posed here may be able to achieve an im proved unification of edge-based and area correlation techniques in these reconstruc tion problems.
• Relation to Minimal Description Length principle. Fua and Hanson[lO] have extensively explored another proba bilistic method, the Minimal Description Length principle [15, 16] , to incorporate edge, area, and geometric factors into the object recognition problem. The relation ship between the two philosophies is yet to be analyzed.
• Amplitude-based Connection Net works. One of the most intriguing as pects of the amplitude-based approach to evidence accumulation is that it seems to fit naturally into a connection network frame work in which the nodes resemble opti cal lenses that transform data from sig nal space to knowledge space using com plex wave patterns that ca.n cause inter ference. The further possibility of layered 413 networks, with "explainable" intermediate knowledge-space representations is inter esting as well, and has exact analogies in multi-stage optical filtering.
• Knowledge representation, propaga tion, and reasoning. A potentially far reaching aspect of the present work is the suggestion that artificially intelligent sys tems might perhaps benefit by using a methodology that is consistent with inter actions with the physical world; that is, perhaps knowledge representation, knowl edge propagation, and reasoning schemes should be phrased in terms of probabil ity amplitudes rather than probabilities. We have no particularly strong evidence to present in favor of this proposition at this time. There is, however, a relatively sim ple starting point that may be used to test the utility of the formalism: one must find ways to represent knowledge in the form of solutions to linear, complex differential equations, whose solutions are identifiable as probability amplitudes for the proposi tions being considered. We note that just as computer simulations can carry out opti cal filtering calculations in abstract spaces that cannot be realized with physical opti cal filters, there may be extremely interest ing classes of quantum-mechanics-like dif ferential equations that are relevant to se mantic reasoning; since such equations pre sumably have no direct analog in physical reality, they probably would not have yet been subject to extensive investigation.
